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I was proud to wear my honors medallion at commencement. It was a symbol of all that I had accomplished and all the opportunities still to come.

The Honors Program, an academic track of excellence, challenges you with small, intensive courses, research collaborations with faculty mentors, and outstanding opportunities outside the classroom to hone your intellect.

Nova Southeastern University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, Telephone number: 404-679-4501) to award associate's, bachelor's, master's, educational specialist, and doctoral degrees. Nova Southeastern University admits students of any race, color, sex, age, nondisqualifying disability, religion or creed, sexual orientation, or national or ethnic origin to all the rights, privileges, programs, and activities generally accorded or made available to students at the school, and does not discriminate in administration of its educational policies, admissions policies, scholarship and loan programs, and athletic and other school-administered programs.
WHILE NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY is known for its smaller class sizes and interactive environments, Honors Program classes are even more selective—providing you with exclusive, unique, and challenging experiences in the classroom and beyond.

As an undergraduate student, you will not find this many exceptional educational opportunities anywhere else. Once you take a closer look at what the NSU Honors Program has to offer, you’ll want to be a part of the honors experience.

DON ROSENBLUM, PH.D.
Dean, Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences

The Honors classes are more engaging than my other classes. They are better for me because I experience things I can't get from textbooks alone, and I was given the opportunity to be a leader in class.

I was awarded a First Week Honors Scholarship during my first semester here. It was an honor—and a big help.

As an honors student, I was eligible for an additional study abroad scholarship that helped me go to Greece. Because NSU majors allow for a variety of courses, I could choose classes that really interested me.

Our Honors Students say it best!

We went canoeing in the nearby Everglades. We spotted a few alligators and learned that the "teeth" on sawgrass were once used to cut hair.

Last year, I took three Honors classes. I never would have thought that my term would include seminars ranging from Chick Lit, Chick Flicks to Future History to Human Mind. Each one was fun and challenging in a different way.

Twenty-five of us were chosen to meet Elie Wiesel, a Nobel Peace Prize winner, Holocaust survivor, and acclaimed author. In this small seminar, we asked him anything we wanted. It was truly inspirational.
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